Abstract
Introduction
The location and segmentation of regions or objects of interest in a more direct possible way is a feature desired by many applications of computer vision. In mathematical morphology, the definition of contours of these objects is frequently obtained by watershed transformation [3] based on the influence zone of selected markers. Considering a gray-level image as a topographical surface (pixel intensity is an altitude value), the plateaus (flat zones) at the bottom of valleys (regional minima) or at the summits (regional maxima) are typically used as markers. However, images acquired by cameras or scanners normally provide a great number of these extrema points which can correspond to undesirable parts or noise, generating a watershed oversegmentation. The selection of significant minima (darker regions) or maxima (lighter regions) for selection of good markers can be done by dynamics [8, 2, 13] . The dynamics of a regional minimum is a contrast measure and can be seen as the minimum height one has to overcome starting from a valley to reach another deeper valley, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The dynamics concept has been extended, by Vachier and Meyer (1995) , by the definition of extinction values associated to each extremum of the image. The extinction value of a regional extremum (minimum or maximum) for any increasing attribute (height, area, volume, etc) is the maximal size of an attribute filter [5] such that this extremum still exists after the filtering [21] . Dynamics is a particular case of extinction value when the attribute is height. In this work, extinction value of maxima will be used and the interpretation, in this case, relates to an attribute filtering sufficiently great (removal of considerable summit land) for vanishing a hill from image relief.
Image pixels can be grouped under certain similarities in a set of regions. Understanding the image as an organization of regions promotes semantic information and enables the implementation of extinctions. In this sense, the Component Tree [16, 12, 10, 4, 14] is a structure based on the relief formed by the decomposition of a gray-level image by thresholds useful for extinction value determination [2] . It is especially interesting by presenting features as: (i) there are algorithms in quasi-linear time [14] and it requires only the adjacency definition for its construction; (ii) all level components are unique, corresponding to the lowest number of connected regions, obtained from decomposition by thresholding without redundancy of information; (iii) the results of operations on nodes, as pruning (removing branches of the extremity nodes) or graft 1 (removal of intermediary nodes), are connected anti-extensive operators that does not create new contours in the image; (iv) its hierarchical organization of regions enables a considerable disposal of nodes in subsequent processing steps (such as shape detection or matching of images). (v) the possibility of simultaneous filtering of multiple attributes, successive filtering in tree domain (image rendering only at the end), allowing the implementation of efficient algorithms (number of nodes or regions to examine is lesser than the number of pixels), besides other operations based on topology.
Other names for the component tree are found in the literature for the same (or similar) representation: dendrogram [6] , connectivity tree [19] , confinement tree [12, 11] or Max-tree 2 [17, 7, 15] . In this work, the latter name is preferably used, being represented by the symbol M T I indicating the Max-tree of an image I. Some efficient algorithms for construction of this structure, are based on union-find [14] or hierarchical flood [7] .
In this paper, new attributes are proposed for each node of the tree -number of descendants, sub-tree height, coordinates of the top-left and bottom-right corner of bounding box of the level component associated -and determined incrementally in the same algorithm for the Max-tree construction, maintaining running time as fast as the recent solutions in the literature, and increasing the possibilities for differentiated filtering or segmentation. The main contribution, however, is to establish new extinction values -beyond the height [8] , area and volume [21, 20] -, that can be used as single technique or auxiliary tool in the identification of objects of interest in gray-level images. The proposal is to add four extinctions based on the new attributes mentioned -(i) extinction of descendants; (ii) extinction of topological height; (iii) extinction of height of the bounding box; and (iv) extinction of width of the bounding box -in a fast way from this suitable image hierarchical representa-1 This designation is not usual and refers to the removal of internal tree nodes (that are not root or leaves). 2 Max-tree refers to the algorithm introduced by for an efficient implementation of the component tree.
tion. Section 2 describes some preliminary definitions such as the dynamics, Max-tree, and extinction values. Section 3 details the proposed algorithms and shows tests of performance. Section 4 suggests some applications. Finally, we have conclusions and future works in Section 5.
Basic definitions
A gray-scale image is a rectangular matrix I of pixels in a domain 3 E ⊂ N 2 . The intensity of a pixel x is denoted by I(x) ∈ N such that 0 ≤ I(x) ≤ n max , ∀x ∈ E, n max ∈ N * . It is binary image if n max = 1. A negative image of I is I(x) = n max − I(x), ∀x ∈ E. Let N E (x) a neighborhood of x, a path from x 1 to x n is defined as a sequence P x1,xn = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), where x i+1 ∈ N E (x i ), ∀i ∈ [1, n). A connected component is a maximal subset of pixels C ⊆ E, where there is always a path P xa,x b entirely inside C, ∀x a , x b ∈ C. A flat zone is a connected component Z of the image, such that, ∀x a , x b ∈ Z, I(x a ) = I(x b ). A regional maximum is a flat zone M such that I(x m ) > I(x n ), ∀x m ∈ M , for every pixel x n in the neighborhood of M . A threshold decomposition is defined by a set of binary images X h (I) representing the thresholding of I at each possible
A connected operator acts by eliminating or merging of level components, preserving contours. An attribute µ of a level component is increasing [5] 
). An attribute opening Υ µ,λ (I) is a connected operator on image I and consists in to keep only its level components C k h whose increasing attribute µ exceeds a threshold λ [5] , or
Max-tree
Max-tree is a hierarchical structure formed from the relationship between connected regions obtained by threshold decomposition. In order to organize the level components C [7] . N r is the root node if related to unique component C words, a node is only defined for a level component which presents a flat zone (visible) at the image. Figure 2 illustrates the Max-tree building process of an image with a line and eight columns. We can imagine that the topographical surface from the gray-level image is completely submerged initially. As water flows, islands, whose summit plateaus correspond to the regional maxima (tree leaves), emerges. Assuming the constant flow of water, a new plateau (flat zone) can appear (new parent-child relationship) or two or more islands can unite (definition of a parent for two or more children) successively until there is only one "block of land" (root of the tree). This is the method interpretation based on union-find [18, 22, 14] . However, this structure can be formed with equivalent efficiency, from recursive hierarchical flood from the regional minimum with lowest intensity [17, 7] . In this case, however, the interpretation is not so simple, but can be seen as the elevation of water toward the maxima, from its injection into a mountain at a time (for more details, see Algorithm 2 in Section 3). 
Dynamics
Path dynamic, assuming P xa,x b linking the pixels x a and x b of an image I, is the difference of levels between the points of highest and lowest intensity in this path,
Dynamics between two pixels, x a x b , is equal to the lesser path dynamic between them, or, D X (x a , x b ) = {min(D P (x a , x b )) | P xa,x b is one of the possible paths between x a and x b }. Dynamics of a regional maximum M
is the minimum altitude (difference of gray levels) that we should fall, given a path P xa,x b , from a pixel x a of M , to achieve a pixel x b of another regional maximum Figure 3 illustrates this idea. M i , i ∈ [1, 5] , are the regional maxima. To determine the dynamics 6 of M 2 , there are two higher maxima, M 1 and M 5 . But it is necessary to climb down h 1 in the first path and h 2 , in the second. Being h 2 < h 1 , the second path (dotted) is preferred, and D M2 = h 2 . Two situations may occur in the determination of the dynamics: (i) it is possible that there is no other higher maximum, and in this case, the dynamics is defined as the height of the relief as a whole (or infinite); (ii) tie, where two or more regional maxima have same dynamics and are positioned on a same greater mountain (analogous to minima dynamic tie under same valley described by Grimaud (1992) ). In this case, an infinitesimal difference of height should be considered and the original dynamics must be assigned to only one of them. The others maxima take lower dynamics in relation to another initially tied maximum with gray-level infinitesimally higher. In this manner, there is an augment of the influence region of the most representative maxima, reducing the occurrence of possible markers for an object localization further analysis. Dynamic is a measure of contrast concise and powerful for the identification of regions of interest in the image (examples will be presented in the following sections).
Extinction values
In the previous section, the dynamic was discussed. In short, this measures the smallest decrease in altitude, from a regional maximum, to achieve other higher regional max- imum. In other words, it refers to the height extinction of an hill or mountain in the relief (or sub-tree at the Max-tree) for λ h sufficiently large in an attribute opening Υ height,λ h (I) (Max-tree pruning). This concept can be extended to other attributes, in addition to height (related to the difference of gray levels), since they are increasing from regional maxima (leaves) to the lowest gray-level (root) of the image (tree). Figure 4 shows some possible measurements on a level component (associated to a node N of sub-tree). Above of this component (descendant nodes of N ) there is a "stack of land" of the image relief where area and volume can be determined, in addition to height. All these attributes increase if a level component is obtained in a lower gray-level thresholding (for example, the parent of a node N presents larger height, area and volume). Thus, as well as height extinction, we can define area extinction -from a maximum, the final area of the hill to achieve another hill (from another regional maximum) whose base has larger area or Υ area,λa (I) with λ a sufficiently large for the vanishing of the first hilland volume extinction -from a maximum, the final volume of the hill to achieve another hill (another regional maximum) with larger volume or Υ volume,λv (I) with λ v sufficiently large for the vanishing of the first. Vachier and Meyer (1995) suggests extinction values for area and volume of regional minima. However, the regional maxima are used in this work because are easily extracted from the efficient Max-tree construction.
New extinction values proposed
Once checked the relationship between Max-tree structure and determination of extinction, by pruning (attribute opening), any increasing attribute associated with a node can be used as extinction value. Algorithm 1 is proposed, in this respect, for the generalization of extinction value calculation, given any attribute increasing µ, based on information from the Max-tree. Broadly speaking, from a tree leaf N L , a path toward root is initiated. When a parent node of N A appears with more than one child (line 7), or either, if a branching tree appears, a verification is done on each sibling of this node: if sibling already visited, and if there is extinction tie, or if attribute the sibling is higher (lines 9-11), then the attribute of N A is defined as the extinction of N L (line 19). Finally, the image is rendered with assigning of extinction to each level component C N L of regional maximum represented by a leaf node N L (line 21). The attribute µ can be height (difference of gray level), area or volume, already well established in the literature. Now, the definition of new attributes, associated to Max-tree nodes (level components), is proposed, in order to use as extinction values in the generic algorithm presented.
Algorithm 1:
Generic algorithm to determine the extinction values using the Max-tree.
while continue and ∃N P 7 if (number of children of N P ) > 1 8 for each N C ∈ (children of N P ) and continue 9 if ((N C already visited) and 10
Some measures can be added incrementally in Max-tree construction time. Thus, the algorithm remain with the same complexity of the original Max-tree algorithm in which it is based (there are quasi-linear solutions for this issue). In the set of information associated with each node N x , it is possible to include:
• Number of descendants of the sub-tree rooted in N x or, in other words, cardinality of the set of nodes of this sub-tree.
• Topological height of the sub-tree rooted in N x or, otherwise, the maximum quantity of edges on the path (maximum path length) from this root node to any other descending node (certainly a leaf) in this subtree.
• Height and width of bounding box of the level component C Nx , or difference between the higher and lower line (for height), and between higher and lower column (for width), considering all the pixels belonging to the level component. Figure 5 helps in the understanding of these definitions. For instance, the node C presents 6 descendants (F , G, H, I, J e K) and its topological height is 3, corresponding to the maximum length of the path to another descending node (in this case, way up to K). Regarding the bounding box, for example, the level component concerning the region E presents height h E and width w E .
These attributes, when applied to Algorithm 1, define two topological extinctions (in the tree domain): descendants, E desc , and sub-tree height, E htop ; and two geometric extinctions (in the image domain): height and width of the bounding box, E hbbox and E wbbox , respectively. Algorithm 2 clarifies the incremental calculation of these attributes in the Max-tree construction process. It modifies the method based on hierarchical flood of , adding determination the coordinates of the top left corner x and bottom right corner x of the bounding box (initialization in the lines 8-9 and tests in 12-13) for each pixel p visited (line 11). Signs > or < compares (greater or lesser) both coordinates (line and column) for bounding box corner determination. LINK (lines 25 and 27) establishes the connection between the nodes parent and child represented by a tuple (gray-level and label), in addition to the current values of x and x that should be updated considering the child pixels included in the parent's component.
Algorithm 3 details this linking of nodes (line 25 or 27 of Algorithm 2), conforming the hierarchical flood, with the determination the number of descendants and topological height incrementally. Firstly, a search by nodes parent and child is done through an auxiliary hash table (lines 1-2) . If a node is not found, then it is created (lines 4 or 15). Case there is only the parent node (line 6), then this and all its ancestors receive more one descendant (lines 7-11) considering the newly created child. If both nodes already exist (but are not yet linked), then are added the descendants of the child more one to the parent's descendants (line 13). In any case, the sub-tree height of the parent is updated with the sub-tree height of the child plus one (line 16). The linking between the nodes is finished (line 17). Finally, the corners of the bounding box are again observed and updated when they are necessary (lines 18-21). Figure 6 compares Max-tree construction time of four different algorithms 7 : a 1 using hash table [9] ; a 2 using union-find [14] ; a 3 toolbox 8 based on Salembier (1998); a 4 referent to Algorithms 2 and 3 presented 9 . At least the algorithms a 2 , a 3 and a 4 calculate height, area and volume attributes. a 3 and a 4 also determine the bounding box. Algorithm a 4 proposed also adds number of descendants and topological height incrementally. Each point in the plotting consists in the time t(n) (milliseconds) for the Maxtree construction of a random image I R with n pixels. I R (x) = rand(n max ), ∀x ∈ E, with dimensions N × N (n = N 2 pixels) for N = 100k such that k = [1, 15] (15 images). The proposed implementation, as well as adds new attributes, has performed better than the other solutions. This was possible due the data structures used, involving a hashing allocated from image histogram information (see its use at lines 1 and 2 of Algorithm 3) and memory allocation for new nodes (lines 4 and 15) in block (a node is available from a vector of nodes previously allocated and, if there are not more free nodes, a new vector of Algorithm 3: Algorithm for insertion of parent-child relationship and calculation of new attributes. 
Indirect counting
Vision systems can be used to avoid efforts of manual counting of pieces, objects, fruit, cells, etc, with greater speed and, in some cases, with greater precision, assuming no interference as fatigue, for instance. Figure 9 shows some examples where significant extinctions of descendants and topological height have adapted for the counting of tomatoes, beans, brigadeiros, and blood cells (the last two applied on the negative image).
Quality inspection
Control of industrial processes is another vision application. For example, the verifying of label integrity, the presence of all pieces in a set, the automatic inspection of shapes, sizes, colors, among others. Figure 10 shows significant extinctions of bounding box height and width of tablets, with application in the pharmaceutical industry.
Conclusion
The extinction values are powerful tools in applications of computer vision, indicating the placement of objects, according to their topological or geometrical features. Even with noisy images and wide variation in the range of extinction values, the re- sults of the regional maxima selection with highlighted extinctions remain robust. The extinction value selection by threshold was sufficient to detect and count objects of interest in the experimentation reported in this paper. The Max-tree implementation of the component tree is based on , modified to compute the attributes incrementally. The speed efficiency was significant when compared to other algorithms. Four new extinction values were proposed. The descendant extinction value signals the complexity of a region, in the sense of having many hills and summits, which can be useful in texture detection. The topological height indicates the amount of overlapping of "layers of land", which can be useful in detecting of spherical or pyramidal shaped objects. The height or width of a level component bounding box reflects the approximate size, in pixels, of a object (lighter than its background) in the image.
A more careful research of new applications must be established. As future work, it would be interesting to focus in a single problem, examining, in more details, all the characteristics that this proposal differs in relation to other solutions, for the same purpose, in the literature.
